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Effect of pen mates on growth, backfat depth,
and longissimus muscle area of swine
W. L. Hsu,* R. K. Johnson,* and L. D. Van Vleck*†1
*Department of Animal Science, University of Nebraska, Lincoln 68583-0908;
and †US Meat Animal Research Center, ARS, USDA, Lincoln, NE 68583-0908

ABSTRACT: Records on final BW (kg), backfat
depth (cm), and LM area (cm2) of pigs from a University of Nebraska Large White/Landrace composite
population were analyzed to estimate the effects of pen
mates. Measurements were at approximately 180 d of
age for 3,524 pigs in 351 pens (9 to 11 pigs per pen)
farrowed from 1999 to 2005. The area of each pen was
8.13 m2. The full model (M1) included the fixed effects
of contemporary group, sex, line, and the covariates of
age and inbreeding coefficient, and included random
direct genetic, genetic pen-mate, permanent environmental, pen, litter, and residual effects. A derivativefree algorithm was used to obtain REML estimates of
variance components for final BW adjusted to 180 d of
age with M1 and 7 reduced models, and with 4 reduced
models for the carcass traits. For final BW, likelihood
ratio tests showed that M1 did not fit the data better
than model 2 (permanent environmental effect omitted
from M1) or model 3 (pen omitted from M1). Model
2 was not significantly (P > 0.05) better than model
3, which shows that variance attributable to pen effects and permanent environmental effects cannot be
separated. Large sampling variances of estimates of the
pen component of variance for models with pen-mate
effects also indicate an inability to separate pen effects
from the effects of pen mates. When pen-mate genetic
effects were not in the model, estimates of components
of variance and the fit of the data were the same for

models 4 (included both permanent environmental and
pen effects), 6 (included pen effects), and 7 (included
permanent environmental effects), which shows that including both pen and permanent environmental effects
was no better than including one or the other. Models 4, 6, and 7 were significantly better than model 8,
which did not include pen-mate effects and pen effects,
implying that pen effects are important. The estimate
of pen variance with model 2 was approximately (number of pen mates − 1) times the estimate of variance of
pen-mate permanent environmental effects with model
3. Patterns of estimates of variance components with
models 2, 5, 6, and 8 for backfat depth and LM area
were similar to those for final BW. Estimates of direct
genetic variance and phenotypic variance were similar for all models. Estimates of heritability for direct
genetic effects were approximately 0.40 for final BW,
0.45 for backfat depth, and 0.27 for LM area. Estimates
of heritability for pen-mate genetic effects were 0.001
for the 3 traits for models including either pen or permanent environmental effects. Under the management
conditions for this experiment, the conclusion is that
the model for genetic evaluation should include litter
effects and either pen effects or pen-mate permanent
environmental effects and possibly genetic pen-mate effects, in general agreement with the results of studies of
different populations at other locations.
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ning selection programs, even if the variance attributable to competition effects is quite small (Muir, 2005).
Federer (1955) defined competition effects as “the effect
of one individual or set of individuals upon another
individual or set of individuals” and used pens of pigs
as an example. Griffing (1967) developed theoretical
methods for plant breeding programs with competitive
interactions. Frank et al. (1997) found that pen size
(1 vs. 5 pigs/pen) affected ADG of growing-finishing
swine. Muir and Schinckel (2002) developed mixed
model equations including associative effects and proce-

If pen-mate effects (associative, competition, social,
social interaction) negatively or positively affect group
performance, then pen-mate effects might need to be
included in models for genetic evaluation or for plan-
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dures for predicting both direct and associative genetic
effects (BLUP). They used that model to investigate
the impact of associative effects on the productivity of
Japanese quail. Muir (2005) later estimated genetic parameters for Japanese quail for 6-wk BW. The authors
concluded that breeding programs that combine both
direct and associative effects can significantly increase
total response to selection.
Van Vleck and Cassady (2004a,b, 2005) showed by
simulation that REML could be used to estimate genetic parameters for a model with competition effects.
They also concluded that estimates of other (co)variance components could be biased if either pen or competition effects were ignored. Arango et al. (2005), using models that included competition effects, estimated
variance components for the growth of Large White
growing gilts and found small estimates of variance due
to competition effects. Chen et al. (2006, 2008) also
reported small estimates for 4 different lines of swine.
Bergsma et al. (2008) compared a traditional animal
model including random pen effects for finishing traits
of pigs with a model including social genetic effects.
They reported small but significant social genetic effects on growth rate and feed intake. They emphasized
the importance of economic weighting of the social genetic effect of an animal by (number of pigs in the pen
− 1) relative to 1 for the direct genetic effect (Muir,
2005). Muir and Bijma (2006) reviewed previous analyses of competition effects for various plant and animal
species and showed how analyses with models including associative effects can be done with mixed model
methods using additive relationships among the animals. They concluded that associative effects might be
incorporated in models used for genetic evaluations.
The objective of this study was to examine the effects of pen mates on final BW, backfat depth, and LM
area of swine in a population with a different selection
history and a different management system from those
in previous studies (Cassady and Van Vleck, 2004; Arango et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006, 2008; Bergsma
et al., 2008). Estimates of direct genetic, pen-mate
genetic, pen-mate permanent environmental, and pen
components of variance were compared for 8 statistical
models for final BW and 4 models for carcass traits.
The results may help determine if total response can be
increased by considering pen-mate effects in selection
programs.

This research was approved by the University of Nebraska Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

through 2005 at the University of Nebraska Agricultural Research Development Center Swine Research
Farm. The pedigree file included 61,151 animals from
lines developed from a Large White/Landrace composite population. Final BW were available on 3,524 pigs
in 351 pens (9 to 11 pigs per pen). Measures of backfat
depth and LM area were available on 3,512 pigs.
The 11 lines of Large White/Landrace composite
pigs used for this study were described by Johnson et
al. (1999), Ruiz-Flores and Johnson (2001), Petry and
Johnson (2004), and Petry et al. (2004). The 11 lines,
including control lines, have been under development
and admixture since 1981 (25 generations). Lines were
selected mostly for reproductive traits (ovulation rate,
litter size, live pigs born per litter, and birth weight),
with some later selection for increased growth rate, decreased backfat depth, and increased LM area.
Each year had 2 seasons of farrowing: a summer
season (end of July to beginning of September) and a
winter season (end of January to end of March). The
summer seasons included 6 different lines (Lines 1, 2,
16, 18, 24, and 28). The winter seasons included 5 different lines (Lines 4, 5, 6, 45, and 61). Lines are nested
within summer and winter seasons but are connected
through additive relationships. The same technician (1
of 2) weighed and scanned all pigs within each contemporary group (year and season of birth) at an average of approximately 180 d of age. Backfat depth and
LM area were measured at the 10th rib approximately
6.35 cm off the midline by real-time ultrasound (Aloka
500V real-time ultrasound instrument equipped with a
3.5-MHz, 17-cm linear transducer, Corometrics Medical
Systems Inc., Wallingford, CT). Usually, pigs within the
same contemporary group were weighed and scanned
within 2 or 3 d of the same age. Pigs in the same pen
were weighed and scanned on the same day, but average age at final BW was not the same for all pens.
Pigs were moved from nurseries to pens at approximately 60 d of age for their growth test. Pigs were assigned to pens by age and sex (males, n = 1018; females,
n = 2,508). Pigs born in the summer of 1999 and in the
winter of 2000 were raised in modified open-front buildings that were naturally ventilated, with power curtains
controlling airflow. There were 25 pens in each modified
open-front building. Pigs in other years were raised in a
confinement building that was mechanically ventilated,
heated, and cooled. Pens were approximately 1.67 ×
4.87 m in both buildings. Unadjusted means and SD for
final BW (kg), backfat depth (cm), LM area (cm2), age
(d) at final BW, and inbreeding coefficients (fraction)
were 93.43 ± 12.09 kg, 2.10 ± 0.50 cm, 30.75 ± 4.31
cm2, 179.67 ± 11.31 d, and 0.15 ± 0.07, respectively.

Population and Phenotypic Data

Statistical Models and Analyses

Final BW (kg) and real-time ultrasound measurements of backfat depth and LM area at approximately
180 d of age were available for pigs born from 1999

Eight statistical models were compared to test differences in models for estimation of genetic parameters. All models included fixed effects of contemporary

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Table 1. Estimates of variance components with (square roots of sampling variances in parentheses) and minus
twice the logarithms of the likelihood (–2 logL, a difference from model 1) with 8 statistical models for final BW
at 180 d (kg)
Model2
Parameter1

1

2

3

45.7 (5.8)

45.8 (5.8)

45.8 (5.8)

σapg
2
spg

0.2 (0.9)
0.1 (0.3)

0.2 (0.9)
0.1 (0.3)

0.2 (0.9)
0.1 (0.3)

2
spen

4.5 (11.8)

4.6 (12.1)

2
spe
2
slit
se2
sp2
ha2
2
hpg

0.0 (—)

sa2

8.2 (21.7)
55.0 (3.2)
117.7

rapg
2
sTBV

–2 logL3
1

~
8.3 (20.6)
54.9 (3.2)
117.8

4

5

45.9 (5.8)
~
~

~

47.1 (5.9)

6.0 (2.7)
0.0 (—)

8.3 (19.8)

8.3 (2.7)

54.4 (3.2)

45.7 (6.0)

1.6 (0.9)
0.3 (0.4)

0.5 (1.4)

118.3

6

54.9 (3.2)
115.1

~
~

~

6.0 (1.2)

~

~

8.4 (10.4)

8.4 (1.9)

56.4 (3.2)
129.0

54.9 (3.1)
115.0

7
45.8 (6.0)

8
47.4 (6.2)

~
~

~
~

~

~

0.7 (1.2)

~

8.3 (1.9)
54.2 (3.2)
114.9

9.2 (1.9)
58.5 (3.2)
115.1

0.388

0.389

0.387

0.399

0.365

0.398

0.399

0.412

0.001

0.001

0.001

~

0.002

~

~

~

0.070
55.7

0.067
55.8

0.101
56.6

~
~

0.422
78.7

~
~

~
~

~
~

0.0

0.0

0.8

4.1

5.3

4.1

10.0*

sa2

45.7*
2
spg

Genetic parameters:
= direct additive genetic variance; σapg = covariance between direct genetic and genetic pen-mate effects;
= variance
2
2
attributable to genetic pen-mate effects; spen
= variance attributable to pen effects; spe
= variance attributable to permanent environmental pen2
2
2
mate effects; slit
= variance attributable to litter effects; se2 = variance attributable to residual effects. Definitions: ha2 = sa2 sp2 ; hpg
= spg
sp2 ; rapg
2
2
= σapg/(σa × σpg); sTBV
= sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 92 spg
.

2
Models: A tilde (~) indicates the (co)variance component was not included in the model. An asterisk (*) indicates the model is significantly
different (P < 0.01; c22, 0.01 = 9.210, c24, 0.01 = 13.277) from model 1. Phenotypic variances:

2
2
2
2
2
model 1 : sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ spen
+ 9spe
+ slit
+ se2 ;
2
2
2
2
model 2 : sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ spen
+ slit
+ se2 ;
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
model 3 : sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ 9spe
+ slit
+ se2 ; model 4 : sp2 = sa2 + spen
+ 9spe
+ slit
+ se2 ;
2
2
2
model 5 : sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ slit
+ se2 ;
2
2
2
2
model 6 : sp2 = sa2 + spen
+ slit
+ se2 ; model 7: sp2 = sa2 + 9spe
+ sl2it + se2 ; model 8: sp2 = sa2 + slit
+ se2 .
3

Differences in –2 logL from the full model (model 1); –2 logL of model 1 was 19,440.6.

group, sex, and line, with linear covariates for age at final BW and inbreeding coefficient. With the full model
(M1), estimates of linear regression coefficients (null
hypothesis of 0.00) for final BW, backfat depth, and
LM area on age at final BW were 0.341 ± 0.029 (P
< 0.05), 0.005 ± 0.001 (P < 0.05), and 0.076 ± 0.011
(P < 0.05), and estimates of linear regression coefficients for final BW, backfat depth, and LM area on the
inbreeding covariate (fraction) were −27.062 ± 9.625
(P < 0.05), −0.558 ± 0.389 (P > 0.05), and −9.701
± 3.343 (P < 0.05). Both covariates were included in
all models. Estimates of line effects were significantly
different (P < 0.05, F0.05,10 = 1.831). The effect of fostering was not included in the model because of the
small fraction fostered soon after birth (approximately
7%). Random effects in M1 were direct (a) and penmate genetic (pg), pen-mate permanent environmental
(pe), pen, litter (lit), and residual (e). The model for
each record included the sums of pen-mate genetic and
pen-mate permanent environmental effects. The other
7 models did not include some of the random effects in
M1, as indicated by the estimates in Table 1.

The 3 MTDFREML programs were used for the
calculations (Boldman et al., 1995). The MTDFNRM
program was used for computing the inverse of the additive relationship matrix for all animals in the pedigree (Henderson, 1976; Quaas, 1976) and relationships
among pen mates from the complete pedigree file as derived by Quaas (1976). The average relationship among
pen mates was 0.30, with a range of 0.12 to 0.68. For
a model with a maternal genetic effect in the design
vector for the record of an animal, as with other factors, there is a single one corresponding to the maternal (second animal) genetic effect. The modification of
the data preparation program, MTDFPREP, allows for
more than one second-animal genetic effect (the penmate effects). The design vector for a record with the
full pen-mate effects model includes (n − 1) ones corresponding to pen-mate genetic effects and (n − 1) ones
corresponding to pen-mate permanent environmental
effects (Van Vleck and Cassady, 2004a,b). The MTDFRUN program was used to obtain REML estimates
(Patterson and Thompson, 1971) of (co)variance components using a derivative-free algorithm (Smith and
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Graser, 1986) based on the augmented mixed model
equations of Henderson (Henderson et al., 1959; Henderson, 1963, 1977). Sampling variances of estimates
of (co)variances were obtained from the inverse of the
average information matrix (Johnson and Thompson,
1995; Dodenhoff et al., 1998). Different starting values for variance components for pen-mate genetic, pen,
pen-mate permanent environmental, and litter effects
and direct pen-mate genetic covariance were used to
determine if an analysis for a model would converge to
the same estimates, logarithm of the likelihood, or both.
Different sets of starting values should result in the
same estimates of variance components, unless there is
confounding of effects that prevents separation of some
variance components. The difference in minus twice the
logarithm of the restricted likelihood (−2 logL) for
pairs of models is distributed as chi-square with degrees
of freedom being the difference in number of variance
parameters estimated and was used to compare models.
Estimates of variance components and −2 logL (as a
difference from M1) with the 8 statistical models for final BW at 180 d (kg) are given in Table 1. The average
relationship (r) among n pen mates in the same pen of
0.30 may affect calculation of the phenotypic variance,
for example, with M1, where the subscripts indicate the
variance or covariance component:
2
sp2 = sa2 + 2(n - 1)r sapg + (n - 1)spg
2
2
2
2
+ (n - 1)(n - 2)r spg
+ spen
+ (n - 1)spe
+ slit
+ se2

(e.g., Bijma and Muir, 2006). With the assumption r is
0.00, and n of the phenotypic variance with M1 for final
BW was 114.4 kg2. The phenotypic variance for M1 was
117.7 kg2 when r was assumed to be 0.30. Therefore,
phenotypic variances were calculated assuming the relationship between pairs of pen mates was 0.30.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2
2
2
2
With M1, estimates of sa2 , σapg, spg
, spen
, spe
, slit
, and
2
se (with square roots of sampling variances) for final
BW (Table 1) were 45.7 (5.8), 0.2 (0.9), 0.1 (0.3), 4.5
(11.8), 0.0 (—), 8.2 (21.7), and 55.0 (3.2) kg2, respectively. Estimates of (co)variance components, except
for direct genetic and residual effects, had large sampling variances compared with models without penmate effects.
When the model did not include pen-mate permanent environmental effects but did include pen effects
(model 2; M2), the estimates of the other variance
components changed only slightly. There was no difference in −2 logL between M1 and M2, which means the
model without random pen-mate permanent environmental effects provided a similar fit to the data as M1.
Estimates of the other variance components and their
sampling variances changed very little.

When the model did not include pen effects but did
include pen-mate permanent environmental effects
2
increased consider(model 3; M3), the estimate of σ pe
ably. Chi-square tests did not provide evidence (P >
0.05) of a statistically significant difference between M1
and M3 or between M2 and M3. The estimates from
M1, M2, and M3 suggest that the models are equivalent because of complete or almost complete confounding of pen and pen-mate permanent environmental effects, as found in other studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2006,
2008; Bergsma et al., 2008).
When the model did not include pen-mate genetic
effects but did include pen effects and pen-mate permanent environmental effects (model 4; M4), the estimate
2
2
increased considerably but the estimate of σ pe
of σ pen
was zero, as with M1. Apparently, some of the variation
attributable to pen-mate genetic effects was included in
2
, as was observed earlier by Bergsthe estimate of σ pen
ma et al. (2008). The chi-square test did not provide
evidence (P > 0.05) of a statistically significant difference between M1 and M4. The sampling variances of
estimates of pen and litter effects were much smaller
than with M1, M2, and M3. Variance components for
genetic pen-mate effects with all models including pen
effects were small: approximately 0.001 of phenotypic
variance compared with estimates of direct heritability
of approximately 0.40. Bergsma et al. (2008) indicated
that when pen mates are related, social genetic variance may not be identifiable, which may explain the
small estimates of pen-mate genetic variance in this
study, in which the average relationship among pen
mates was greater than among half sibs (0.30). A simulation study that compared different allocations of full
sibs to pens (L. D. Van Vleck, unpublished data) found
that competition genetic variance could not be estimated when pens contained only full sibs. These results
suggest that evidence of competition effects cannot be
detected in inbred lines.
When the model did not include pen and pen-mate
permanent environmental effects (model 5; M5), esti2
2
, slit
, and se2 were inflated, probably
mates of σapg, spg
because of variance associated with pen (or pen-mate
permanent environmental) effects affecting the remaining components of variance, as also reported by Bergsma et al. (2008). The sampling variance of the estimate
of the litter component of variance was less than with
M1, M2, and M3, but was greater than with M4. Differences in likelihoods between M1 or M2 or M3 and
M5 were statistically significant (P < 0.01). Model 4
was also significantly (P < 0.05) better than M5, which
again indicates pen or pen-mate permanent environmental effects are needed in the model.
When all pen-mate effects were dropped from the
model (model 6; M6), estimates of components of variance and likelihoods were the same as with M4, for
which the estimate of the pen-mate permanent environmental component of variance rounded to zero. The
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Table 2. Estimates of variance components (with square roots of sampling variances in parentheses) and minus
twice the logarithms of the likelihood (–2 logL, a difference from model 1) with 4 statistical models for backfat
depth at 180 d (cm)
Model2
Parameter1

2

5

6

sa2

0.0972 (0.0112)

0.0937 (0.0111)

0.0982 (0.0116)

σapg
2
spg

0.0004 (0.0016)
0.0002 (0.0006)

0.0022 (0.0017)
0.0005 (0.0008)

~
~

~
~

2
spen

0.0066 (0.0176)

~

0.0095 (0.0021)

~

2
slit
se2
sp2
ha2
2
hpg

0.0065 (0.0159)

0.0070 (0.0103)

0.0069 (0.0030)

0.0109 (0.0031)

0.0952 (0.0059)

0.0995 (0.0059)

0.0944 (0.0059)

0.1010 (0.0059)

0.214

0.228

0.209

0.2077

0.453

0.411

0.470

0.462

0.001

0.002

~

~

rapg
2
sTBV

0.078
0.118

0.318
0.148

~
~

~
~

0.0

5.9*

–2 logL3
1

4.2

8
0.0959 (0.0116)

36.9*

2
Genetic parameters:
= direct additive genetic variance; σapg = covariance between direct genetic and genetic pen-mate effects; spg
= variance
2
2
attributable to genetic pen-mate effects; spen = variance attributable to pen effects; slit = variance attributable to litter effects; se2 = variance
2
2
2
2
attributable to residual effects. Definitions: ha2 = sa2 sp2 ; hpg
= spg
sp2 ; rapg = σapg/(σa × σpg); sTBV
= sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 92 spg
.

sa2

2
Models: A tilde (~) indicates the (co)variance component was not included in the model. An asterisk (*) indicates the model is significantly
different (P < 0.05; c12, 0.05 = 3.841, c23, 0.05 = 7.815) from model 2. Phenotypic variances:

2
2
2
2
model 2: sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ spen
+ slit
+ se2 ;
2
2
2
2
2
2
model 5: sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ slit
+ se2 ; model 6: sp2 = sa2 + spen
+ slit
+ se2 ; model 8: sp2 = sa2 + slit
+ se2 .
3

Differences in –2 logL from model 2; –2 logL of model 2 was −2,713.6.

sampling variances for the components of variance associated with pen and litter effects, however, were considerably smaller with M6 than with M4.
As with M2 and M3, M6 and model 7 (M7) seem to
be equivalent models in that pen and pen-mate permanent environmental effects accounted for similar proportions of total variance (Bergsma et al., 2008; Chen
et al., 2008). When all pen-mate and pen effects (pg, pe,
and pen) were dropped from the model (model 8; M8),
estimates of σ a2 , σ lit2 , and σe2 were inflated, especially σe2 .
Chi-square tests comparing M8 with M6 and M7 provide strong evidence (P < 0.01) of the importance of
pen effects, whether because of pen-mate permanent
environmental effects or an actual pen effect.
Pen-mate permanent environmental effects may account for variation usually attributed to pen effects, at
least for the management applied to pigs with records in
this study. The estimates of the variance of pen effects
for models without pen-mate permanent environmental
effects are approximately (n − 1) times the estimate of
the variance of pen-mate permanent environmental effects when pen effects are not in the model, where n is
the number of pen mates in a pen (e. g., Van Vleck et
al., 2007; Bergsma et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2008).
Estimates of variance components with 4 statistical
models (M2, M5, M6, and M8) for backfat depth at
180 d (cm) are given in Table 2 and those for LM area

at 180 d (cm2) are given in Table 3. The carcass traits
were not adjusted for BW at measurement because the
genetic portion of final BW might account for some of
the genetic variation in the carcass traits, depending
on the genetic correlations. Models for carcass traits in
multiple trait analyses with final BW would not include
final BW as a covariate. Analyses of backfat depth and
LM area did not show evidence of important pen-mate
effects. Pen effects, however, were important. Changes
in estimates of variance of pen-mate genetic effects and
covariance with the direct genetic effects when pen effects were not in the model were similar to those for
final BW.
With M6, the estimate of heritability of direct genetic effects for final BW (0.40) was larger than for
backfat depth (0.45) but was smaller than for LM area
(0.27). The fractions of phenotypic variance accounted
for by the pen component of variance with M6 were
similar for final BW (0.052), backfat depth (0.045), and
LM area (0.079). The fraction of phenotypic variance
accounted for by the litter component of variance with
M6 for both backfat depth (0.033) and LM area (0.048)
was smaller than for final BW (0.073).
Bergsma et al. (2008) suggested that total heritability, defined as the ratio of variance of total breeding
value [TBV = direct genetic effect + (n − 1) × social
interaction genetic effect] to phenotypic variance of the
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Table 3. Estimates of variance components with (square roots of sampling variances
in parentheses) and minus twice the logarithms of the likelihood (–2 logL, a difference
from model 1) with 4 statistical models for LM area at 180 d (cm2)
Model2
Parameter1
sa2

2

5

6

4.02 (0.64)

4.16 (0.66)

σapg
2
spg

−0.15 (0.11)
0.01 (0.04)

0.12 (0.14)
0.09 (0.10)

2
spen

1.20 (2.77)

2
slit
se2
sp2
ha2
2
hpg

0.70 (1.51)

0.69 (0.84)

0.70 (0.24)

1.09 (0.26)

8.56 (0.41)

8.89 (0.41)

8.69 (0.40)

9.50 (0.42)

14.10

rapg
2
sTBV

–2 logL3
1

~

17.01

4.05 (0.68)

8

~
~
1.15 (0.19)

14.61

3.90 (0.70)
~
~
~

14.50

0.285

0.245

0.278

0.269

0.001

0.005

~

~

−0.628
4.406

0.194
11.817

~
~

~
~

0.0

27.0*

2.9

75.5*

sa2

Genetic parameters:
= direct additive genetic variance; σapg = covariance between direct genetic and
2
2
= variance attributable to genetic pen-mate effects; spen
= variance attributable
genetic pen-mate effects; spg
2
2
to pen effects; slit = variance attributable to litter effects; se = variance attributable to residual effects. Defini2
2
2
2
= spg
sp2 ; rapg = σapg/(σa × σpg); sTBV
= sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 92 spg
.
tions: ha2 = sa2 sp2 ; hpg
2
Models: An asterisk (*) indicates the model is significantly different (P < 0.05; c12, 0.05 = 3.841, c23, 0.05 =
7.815) from model 2. A tilde (~) indicates the (co)variance component was not included in the model. Phenotypic variances:

2
2
2
2
model 2: sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ spen
+ slit
+ se2 ;
2
2
2
2
2
model 5: sp2 = sa2 + (2 ´ 9 ´ 0.30)sapg + 9spg
+ (9 ´ 8 ´ 0.30)spg
+ slit
+ se2 ; model 6: sp2 = sa2 + spen
+ slit
+ se2 ;
2
model 8: sp2 = sa2 + slit
+ se2 .
3

Differences in –2 logL from model 2; –2 logL of model 2 was 12,417.4.

trait could be used a measure of heritable variation,
with TBV as defined by Bijma et al. (2007a,b). This
concept is similar to the example by Willham (1963) of
regression of total genetic value (direct + maternal effect) on phenotype of the trait. However, as pointed out
by Ellen et al. (2007), this definition of heritability does
not represent the potential for genetic improvement,
but the square root of the numerator does. For any
definition of TBV, whether one trait is imbedded in another or involves several traits, the expected total selection response is proportional to the square root of the
variance of the best linear predictor of TBV or, equivalently, the product of accuracy of predicting TBV and
the square root of the variance of TBV (Henderson,
1963; Van Vleck, 1993; Ellen et al., 2007). In this study,
the SD of TBV was greater than the direct genetic SD
by approximately 10% for final BW and backfat depth
and by approximately 5% for LM area. The relative importance of direct genetic and pen-mate genetic effects
could be obtained from the sum of the expected correlated response for direct genetic breeding value and
the expected correlated response for pen-mate breeding value multiplied by (number of pen mates − 1), if
variances and covariances are known (e.g., Bergsma et
al., 2008). Empirical responses to selection of the top

10% for predicted TBV were calculated by Chen et al.
(2009) using variance estimates from each of 4 lines.
They reported losses in TBV of 0.2 to 8.8% attributable to ignoring pen-mate genetic effects for 3 of 4 lines.
Loss in the other line was 76.9% because of a large
negative estimate of the genetic correlation between direct genetic and pen-mate genetic effects.
This study was different from several previous studies
of lines from breeding companies; prior selection had
been generally for reproductive traits rather than for
growth and management may have been more uniform,
as suggested by the greater estimates of direct heritability for the BW and carcass traits than reported by
Bergsma et al. (2008). The results show that either pen
or pen-mate permanent environmental effects should
be included in models for genetic evaluation under the
management conditions for this experiment (e.g., lines,
number per pen, pen area, and feeding method), which
is just one among many possible management systems.
Statistical calculations are less complicated with pen
effects than with pen-mate permanent environmental
effects. This study, as with others (Cassady and Van
Vleck, 2004; Arango et al., 2005; Bergsma et al., 2008;
Chen et al., 2008), found small estimates of variance
attributable to pen-mate effects for growth in pigs,

Effect of pen mates on performance

each with different lines and management systems. The
comprehensive study of Bergsma et al. (2008), however,
demonstrated for their testing program that even relatively small components of variance for genetic pen-mate
effects may result in a greater total response from selection than for direct genetic effects alone. However, the
importance of pen-mate genetic effects may be dependent on the management system, genetic background,
and structure of relationships, which may be quite different in commercial systems from those of seed stock
producers. If genetic pen-mate effects were found to be
important in a testing program, models with pen-mate
effects might improve predictions of breeding values for
direct genetic effects and for pen-mate genetic effects
expressed on commercial farms, although that hypothesis could not be tested in this study.
Study of the question of whether a pen-mate effects
model for records from testing programs of breeding
companies will improve direct genetic and pen-mate
genetic responses in commercial farms is needed. A
practical limitation of analyses with models including
pen-mate effects is that results cannot necessarily be
extrapolated to management systems with different
numbers of pigs per pen or projected to different management systems.
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